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The Innovative Tool: Blockchain Technology


Blockchain is a system of record that uses cryptography to
secure data



“An immutable digital ledger system implemented in a
distributed fashion (i.e. without a central repository)
and usually without a central authority” (US
Department of Commerce)



This definition highlights two key aspects of blockchain:


Information entered on a blockchain is immutable &
cannot be altered (information can be added but
existing information cannot be deleted)



Blockchain is a distributed system, does not have a
single point of failure. Copies of blockchain are stored
on all computers on the network, making the system
extremely difficult to hack or destroy

Blockchain in humanitarian programming


Many blockchain uses are being explored in humanitarian & development sectors:


Supply chain management



Healthcare record system



Peer to peer aid tracking & delivery platform



Digital identification management



Cash programming



Blockchain has the potential to transform the humanitarian sector by providing cost savings and
traceability of information flows, and by reducing transaction times



Humanitarian actors prefer the private because only certain authorized users can add to &
maintain the network

KRCS Cash Transfer Programme

Open Loop Cash Transfer: The Modular Approach

How blockchain improved the drought response
capacity of KRCS


Efficiency:




Effectiveness:




In the usual KRCS CTP a lot of time is spent during the verification & validation process which sometimes can take up
3 weeks depending on the geographical location where the project is being implemented

The automation of the payments instructions sent to Mpesa & the confirmation of the status of the transactions for
reconciliation made is easy for KRCS Finance Manager to disburse funds with a click of a button from the data
management platform & see results of the transactions as soon as a response from Mpesa is received

Transparency & accountability:


The pilot project implemented a blockchain using Multi-chains off-the-shelf solution by making use of its native
algorithm to secure transaction data with cryptography, providing an immutable digital ledger



Here, 4 nodes were connected to blockchain allowing KRCS, IFRC & RedRose to view the transactions, thus
promoting transparency & accountability

Data Protection & Privacy


In terms of data protection and privacy, very limited information and no personal information was recorded on
the blockchain during the pilot project implementation. This was done to ensure that data was protected while
the benefits and risks of blockchain technology were being explored

Key Learnings


It is better to have several fit-for-purpose and easy to integrate technologies that fulfil required capabilities
than a comprehensive system that is difficult and costly to change



Having a robust data management system significantly improved the processes of KRCS increasing
efficiency in the delivery of assistance as well as improving the quality of programming



Red Rose's capabilities to work offline, ability to view up-to-date information on beneficiaries and assistance,
and the ability to monitor data remotely increased KRCS' responsiveness and quality of service



Good collaboration and flexibility between the technology partners, KRCS and IFRC was also helpful in
ensuring a successful project



By combining several fit for purpose technologies, the blockchain open-loop cash transfer Pilot project
offered greater transparency, accountability and responsiveness to beneficiaries

Challenges


Blockchain technology is internet based and requires connectivity. In typical humanitarian
environments where operations are in difficult to access areas with limited to no internet access or
electricity, incorporating blockchain use should be designed to address these environmental
constraints



Due to time constraints, very basic elements of how to generate, maintain and tracking
transaction using digital identity was tested. Thus, there is need to explore is need to explore the
use of digital identity generated by humanitarian organizations such as KRCS as alternatives to
government identification cards.

